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ABSTRACT
Most life (family) takÉful products today are structured on the form of unit-linked or
investment-linked models. This essentially means that there is a clear segregation
between the investment fund and the takÉful or tabarruÑ fund. Indeed, the concept of
takÉful, which is premised on the principle of tabarruÑ, makes it convenient for family
takÉful operators to adopt the investment-linked conventional life insurance model.
However, when it comes to traditional conventional life insurance products, family
takÉful seems to be lagging behind. This is due to some inherent features of traditional
life insurance that cannot be replicated in family takÉful product design, such as the
various guaranteed benefits, in the form of cash values, besides the normal contingency
benefits (i.e., benefits linked to misfortunes of the participants such as death, disability,
sickness, etc.) that are structured in traditional life insurance products. The paper
studies how family takÉful can be competitively structured in a manner that allows
various competitive product features demanded by the public to be offered, features
that resemble those of traditional life insurance, without in any way violating SharÊÑah
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principles. In particular, the wadÊÑah concept is proposed to be adopted in family takÉful
product design, as it will allow various forms of guaranteed benefits (non-participating
benefits) to be offered to participants in a manner similar to their conventional
counterparts. The paper argues that the cash values in the wadÊÑah fund are similar to
the non-forfeiture benefit in a traditional life plan. However, it is important to note that
there is a fundamental difference between these products, i.e. takÉful and conventional
life insurance. Whilst the latter is based on a purchase-and-sale arrangement, the
former is based on the principle of tabarruÑ, by which participants cooperate to help
and indemnify one another on the basis of charitable spirit.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It has been widely accepted today that Islamic insurance (takÉful), unlike its conventional
counterpart, is based on the fundamental principles of mutual cooperation (taÑÉwun)
and donation (tabarruÑ). Under the Islamic laws of transactions (fiqh mu‘amalat), the
existence of gharar (ambiguity) and jahalah (ignorance), which normally nullify an
exchange contract (muÑÉwaÌah), are tolerated in a contract of donation (tabarruÑ).
This is mainly due to the fact that the parties who enter into a tabarruÑ contract do not
aim to make a profit out of the contributed sum, and hence the potential dispute which
normally arises in a profit-making transaction is deemed negligible in a transaction
based on a gratuitous donation. Furthermore, the issue of uncertainty is irrelevant since
the contributor voluntarily gives away his property or right to the recipient without any
consideration.
In contrast, conventional insurance, which is based on the principle of muÑÉwaÌah
(exchange) and aims at making a profit out of the insurance operations, is prohibited
from a SharÊÑah viewpoint since it contains substantial gharar (ambiguity). This is
particularly true since a person who pays the premium (insurance price) for the insurance
policy has actually paid for ‘peace of mind’ that the company will indemnify him should
any mishap occur in the future. Being free from uncertainties is never possible in the
insurance industry because uncertainties are integral to both the premium/contribution
and the claim/compensation.
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On the other hand, the Islamic alternative to conventional insurance, also known
as takÉful, reflects a reciprocal relationship and agreement of mutual help between
participating members who undertake to mutually guarantee and indemnify one another
in case of a particular defined event. The act of guaranteeing one another implies mutual
help and mutual indemnity on the basis of brotherhood, deeply rooted in the tabarruÑ
principle, which tolerates the presence of gharar.
These basic principles and philosophies underlying the takÉful contract have been widely
used to structure various products that can replicate conventional insurance, either for
general insurance or life insurance products. Notwithstanding the various innovations
in developing takÉful products that replicate their conventional counterparts, the fact
remains that not all features and characteristics of conventional insurance can be easily
replicated without violating SharÊÑah principles. In particular, one fundamental aspect
of traditional life insurance that cannot be offered by a family takÉful plan is the nonforfeiture benefit, i.e., the guaranteed cash values of the policy.
Against this backdrop, the present study focuses on the life (family) takÉful product.
Specifically, the paper sets out to achieve the following objectives:
•

to analyze SharÊÑah, operational and commercial issues in structuring family takÉful
products.

•

to propose an alternative model based on the wadÊÑah concept in the family
takÉful product design that will allow various forms of guaranteed benefits (nonparticipating benefits) to be offered to participants in a manner similar to their
conventional counterparts.

The paper is organized according to the following structure: the next section gives
an overview of a common conventional life insurance product structure, namely the
investment linked, universal life and traditional participating and non-participating
life insurance. The section also discusses the value propositions attached to various
conventional traditional life insurance products. The third section then analyses SharÊÑah
issues related to the conventional life insurance products along with their various
benefits. Section four proposes an alternative structure to conventional traditional life
insurance. In particular, a model which is built on the concept of wadÊÑah is introduced.
A brief discussion of the wadÊÑah concept is elaborated to give a better perspective on
its appropriateness for use in the proposed new product design. Section five highlights
some SharÊÑah parameters and operational issues in implementing the product, and the
conclusion is presented in the final section.
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2. AN OVERVIEW OF LIFE INSURANCE
The life insurance industry has been in existence for more than 300 years globally.
Life insurance can be defined as “an economic device through which the risk of
premature death is transferred from the individual to the group.”1 The fundamentals
of life insurance have been developed over this period of time, but the basic structure
of the product has been in place and well understood by practitioners. Consumers, too,
understand it to a certain extent. Conventional life insurance products can be broadly
classified into two main categories, namely (1) unit linked (investment linked)/universal
life) and (2) traditional life. Each of these categories is briefly explained below.

2.1 Categorization of Life Insurance
(a) Unit Linked/Investment Linked/Universal Life Insurance
Unit-linked, also popularly known in the life insurance industry as either investmentlinked or universal life, has grown in popularity over the last few decades, with more
and more life insurance companies offering such a product to various clients. The basic
structure of the product is, to a large extent, premised upon the principle of transferring
the investment risk to the policyholders. Consequently, there is a clear segregation
between the investment fund and the insurance fund, with the risks associated with
the investments being borne by the policyholders, while the risks associated with the
insurance being borne by the life insurance companies. This resembles closely the
features of unit trust investment with the added coverage of life insurance. Exhibit 1
illustrates the basic structure of unit-linked life insurance.

1

T. Vaughan & E. Vaughan, Fundamentals of Risk and Insurance, (US: John Wiley & Sons, 10th edition,
2008), 231.
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Exhibit 1: Basic Structure of Unit-Linked Insurance
Policyholders

Proﬁts

Insurance beneﬁts
Premiums

Investment Funds

Cost of
insurance

Insurance
Fund

(b) Traditional Life Insurance
Unlike the unit-linked life insurance product, which mainly focuses on investment but
is coupled with an insurance policy, the traditional life insurance product is a longterm savings scheme tied to insurance protection. In contrast to the unit-linked or ILP
product above, there is no segregation of funds between the investment and insurance
portions. Instead, all paid premiums by policyholders are pooled into a life insurance
fund owned by the insurance company. This means the risks associated with the life
fund, with regards to both the investments and insurance, are solely borne by the life
insurance company. One distinguishing feature of a traditional life insurance product
is the existence of non-forfeiture values inherent in all products, whether participating
or non-participating.
Non-Forfeiture Values
Non-forfeiture values are guaranteed benefits structured together with all traditional
life insurance products. 2 These benefits are in the form of cash values accumulated by
the policy as it progresses throughout the tenure. Put simply, cash values are the amount
of money that the insurance company guarantees will be owned by the policyholder as
he continues to pay the premium. These are built up into the life fund. In some ways,
this can be seen as part of the insurance benefit purchased by the policyholder, since he
will get this increasing benefit as the policy grows towards maturity. Exhibit 2 depicts
the non-forfeiture values in conventional life insurance.
2

See http://www.investopedia.com/terms/n/nonforfeiture-clause.asp#axzz1wc38AGYv
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Exhibit 2: Non-Forfeiture Values in Conventional Life Insurance

Non forfeiture values

6

Guaranteed Cash Value /Sum
Assured

Maturity

Policy term

In the event that a policyholder wishes to exercise any of the options made available
under a non-forfeiture option, he may use the cash value to exercise that option.
Normally, these options can be in any of the following forms:
(1) Cash surrender option: when the policyholder terminates his policy by
surrendering it and getting cash in return;
(2) Extended term insurance: when the policyholder converts the existing policy
into a pure term insurance cover without any more cash values;
(3) Reduced paid-up policy: when the policyholder stops paying premiums for the
remainder of the policy’s tenure and converts the existing policy into a lower
sum assured with the same period of insurance coverage;
(4) Automatic premium loan: when the policyholder uses the accumulated cash
values in the form of a loan based on a certain agreed policy. In this kind of
facility, the insurance company normally charges interest on the loan facility
granted.

Traditional life insurance products can be further classified into two main types,
namely (1) participating traditional life insurance and (2) non-participating
traditional life insurance. Exhibit 3 illustrates the classification of traditional life
insurance.
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Exhibit 3: Categorization of Traditional Life Insurance
Policyholders

Premiums
(purchase price)

Insurance
Beneﬁts

Life Fund owned by Life Company

Participating
Fund

Non-Participating
Fund

A participating life insurance product refers to the policyholders’ participation in
the profit/surplus of the life insurance company, payable in the forms of bonuses or
dividends. The nature of these bonuses and dividends is that they are not guaranteed,
and they are normally declared and allocated to policyholders annually. Types of
bonuses/dividends declared can be in the forms of cash or reversionary bonuses. In
addition to these, the life insurance company may pay extra dividends or bonuses upon
maturity, death claim (terminal bonuses/dividends) or surrender.
On the other hand, a non-participating life insurance product means that the policyholders
do not participate in the life insurance company’s profit/surplus. This product normally
offers policyholders a protection benefit with some guaranteed savings benefits but
without any share in the investment profits earned by the life insurance company. In
other words, no dividends or bonuses are paid to non-participating life policyholders.
Both participating and non-participating life policies normally offer some level of
guaranteed benefits payable on the survival of the policyholders throughout the period
of the policy. This survival benefit can be in the form of cash paid periodically or cash
surrender value.
The concepts of participating and non-participating funds were traditionally the bedrock
of life insurance products before the innovation of investment-linked and universal life
products were introduced in the 90s. Until today, traditional participating and nonparticipating products still play significant roles in the life insurance industry despite
the growing popularity of investment-linked and universal life plans.
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2.2 The Emergence of Life TakÉful
In general, the objective of the life insurance product, which is mainly to assist those
who are afflicted with various forms of calamities, is also shared by the takÉful industry.
Consequently, SharÊÑah-compliant takÉful instruments to protect participants against
various misfortunes, such as death, disability and sickness, are being structured and
introduced as the demand grows for an alternative to conventional life insurance.
In Malaysia, most of the life takÉful products (also known as family takÉful) are
structured in the form of unit-linked or investment-linked policies. This essentially
means that the investment risks are borne entirely by the policyholders (participants).
A certain portion of their takÉful contribution is allocated to the risk (tabarruÑ) fund for
the purpose of takÉful protection against unfortunate events such as death, disability
or sickness. There is a close resemblance, in terms of product structure, between
conventional life investment-linked insurance and family takÉful products since both
have basically “transferred” the investment risks to policyholders/participants and, by
doing so, have clearly segregated the cost of providing protection, either in the form of
tabarruÑ or the cost of insurance.
The fundamental principle of takÉful, i.e., tabarruÑ, makes it convenient for the family
takÉful operator (hereafter TO) to adopt the investment-linked life insurance model.
Unlike conventional insurance, which is structured on the basis of muÑÉwaÌah, i.e., a
contract of exchange between policyholders and life insurance companies in the form
of buying and selling insurance coverage, takÉful reflects a reciprocal relationship
and agreement of mutual help between participating members, who undertake to
mutually guarantee and indemnify each other in a particular defined event. The act
of guaranteeing each other implies mutual help and mutual indemnity on the basis of
brotherhood deeply rooted in the tabarruÑ principle, which tolerates the presence of
gharar (uncertainty).
Changing the contract of life insurance to family takÉful leads to a fundamental
difference in ownership of the funds, particularly the risk fund. In conventional life
insurance, the risk fund belongs to the life insurance company. This is because the
exchange contract executed between the company and the policyholders effectively
means that each policyholder has transferred his right over the premium paid (insurance
price) to the insurance company against a consideration of an insurance policy that has
been sold by the company, which will indemnify him should any mishap occur in the
future.
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On the other hand, in takÉful, the risk fund is exclusively and collectively owned by the
participants, who have been contributing into the charitable pool (tabarruÑ) for mutual
help and indemnification. In most takÉful models, a contract of agency (wakÉlah) is
used to reflect the relationship between the participants and the TO; the latter acts as
an agent to manage the takÉful fund on behalf of the former in return for a fee. In terms
of the prudential requirements for managing this fund, they are similar to those for a
conventional risk fund.
Operationally, it is more convenient for family TOs to adopt the life insurance investmentlinked model; first, because segregation between the investment fund and the risk fund
works very well with the concept of takÉful as described earlier. Second, the existing
system development, operational procedures, risk management, regulations and other
relevant areas that have already been put in practice, and with which practitioners are
familiar, can be easily adopted by TOs. This explains why almost all family takÉful
products in the market today adopt the investment-linked concept.

2.3 Market Challenges in Offering Family TakÉful
The preceding section acknowledged that the family takÉful investment-linked product
structure is very similar to conventional investment-linked life insurance in terms of its
basic features, charges, takÉful benefits as well as investment funds. This reflects the
current market trend in the family takÉful industry, which is predominantly structured
based on the investment-linked model.
However, when it comes to traditional conventional life insurance products, family
takÉful seems to be lagging behind. This is due to some inherent features of traditional
life insurance that cannot be replicated in family takÉful product design, such as:
••

guaranteed survival benefits in the forms of cash dividend payouts, cash surrender
value, and maturity values

••

guaranteed investment returns

••

guaranteed capital/refund of contributions

It should be noted that the above factors are significant selling points when it comes
to marketing a life insurance product on the basis of guaranteed long-term savings
coupled with insurance protection. However, various forms of guaranteed benefits
mentioned above may not be readily available for family takÉful since, structurally,
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the only possible guaranteed benefits are in the form of the contingency benefits
(except for survival), i.e., benefits linked to misfortunes of the participants, be it death,
disability, or sickness-related. This is due to the fundamental concept of takÉful, i.e.,
helping one another. The guaranteed benefits that are contingent upon the survival of
the participants cannot be offered by the TOs in a way that is totally acceptable from
a SharÊÑah standpoint, unless it is taken from the shareholders’ fund. Despite some
attempts by family takÉful products in the market today to offer guaranteed survival
benefits, doubts have been cast upon the validity and permissibility of such structures
from a SharÊÑah viewpoint. The following section deals with the issue in detail.
Besides the above issues, the family takÉful product, being in its infancy stage in the
market, faces other challenging issues, such as:
•

being perceived as more expensive than the equivalent conventional products

•

being perceived as giving lower returns than the conventional products

•

its inability to offer minimum guaranteed returns as its conventional equivalent
does.

This paper is not intended to address the above issues as they are very much related to
individual companies’ financial strategies in terms of pricing as well as their investment
management strategies. The present study is more concerned with how family takÉful
can be competitively structured in a manner that allows various forms of benefits to be
offered that resemble those of traditional life insurance without in any way violating
SharÊÑah principles.

3. SHARÔÑAH APPRAISAL OF GUARANTEED BENEFIT
As mentioned earlier, many traditional life insurance products offer additional benefits
in the form of non-forfeiture values, which are actually guaranteed cash values. Table 1
below illustrates an example of how a non-participating plan with guaranteed survival
benefit is calculated and offered to participants.
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Table 1: Non-Participating Plan with Guaranteed Cash Values
Example of Conventional Plan
Non-Participating Illustration Plan (simple endowment)

Annual Premium
Sum Assured

:
:

Plan Type

:

11,585
70,000
Endowment Non-Par
GUARANTEED

NON-GUARANTEED

Basic
Premium Paid
at beginning
of year

Basic
Cash
Value

Rider(s)
Cash
Value

Basic
Death
Benefit

Rider(s)
Death
Benefit

Total
Surrender
Value

Total Death
Benefit

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(g) = (b)
+ (c)

(h) = (d) +
(b) + (c)

1

11,585

0

0

70,000

0

0

70,000

2

11,585

5,040

0

70,000

0

5,040

75,040

3

11,585

14,210

0

70,000

0

14,210

84,210

4

11,585

17,430

0

70,000

0

17,430

87,430

5

11,585

24,780

0

70,000

0

24,780

94,780

6

11,585

32,060

0

70,000

0

32,060

102,060

7

11,585

40,950

0

70,000

0

40,950

110,950

8

11,585

45,780

0

70,000

0

45,780

115,780

9

11,585

55,370

0

70,000

0

55,370

125,370

10

11,585

60,900

0

70,000

0

60,900

130,900

End of
Policy
Year

In order to be competitive with their conventional counterparts, TOs tend to design
products that offer similar features. Based on observation of market trends, the
guaranteed survival benefits in family takÉful products may be offered in three possible
ways:
•

a guaranteed maturity value

•

a guaranteed series of cash payouts throughout the certificate term

•

a guaranteed refund of the contributions
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In conventional traditional non-participating life insurance, the above guaranteed
benefits are normally taken from a single pool, the risk fund pool, since there is no
investment pool available as there is in the case of the investment-linked product.
However, this approach invokes SharÊÑah issues as takÉful is structured on the premise
of tabarruÑ, which makes the otherwise prohibited elements in a normal exchange
contract, such as ribÉ, gharar and maysir, tolerated. The concept of tabarruÑ is
explained in detail below.

3.1 Issues Related to the Concept of TabarruÑ
TabarruÑ is derived from the verb tabarra‘a and carries the meaning of contribution,
gift, donation or charity without expecting any compensation in return.3 In fiqh terms,
tabarruÑ is a unilateral declaration of intent, and this contract has a particular nature
in Islamic commercial law. Its purpose is to give a favour to the recipient without any
specific consideration in return.
This type of contract is valid and enforceable in Islamic commercial law for no
consideration, in contrast to an exchange contract, in which both parties must give
something in return for what they receive. The SharÊÑah Advisory Council (SAC) of
Bank Negara Malaysia defines tabarruÑ as a contract of gratuity or charity, i.e., to
relinquish a portion of the contribution as a donation to fulfill the obligation of mutual
help by allowing it to be used to pay claims submitted by eligible claimants.4 Based on
this definition, tabarruÑ is a contribution which entails no return but, rather, a reward
from Allah alone.
Hibah (gift) is a form of tabarruÑ in which the donor unilaterally relinquishes his
right of ownership over the gifted object to the recipient (donee). There are two
important pillars of tabarruÑ: the absence of counter-value and the intention to perform
a charitable act. In the absence of either, the act is no longer considered tabarruÑ.
If a donor stipulates a benefit for his contribution, it will change the reality of the
transaction from a gift to an exchange contract. This is consistent with the legal maxim,
“In contracts, consideration is given to intention and meaning rather than words and
forms.”5 This issue is known in classical jurisprudence as hibah bi thawÉb (a gift with
3

See al-JurjÉnÊ, al-TaÑrifÉt, 1:256, QalÑaji, MuÑjam Lughat al-FuqahÉ’, 1:120, MuÎÏafÉ, al-MuÑjam al-WasÊÏ,
1:50.

4

Bank Negara Malaysia, Resolusi Syariah dalam Kewangan Islam, (Kuala Lumpur: BNM, second edition,
2010), 62.

5

See WizÉrat al-AwqÉf wa al-Shu'Ën al-IslÉmiyah, al-MawsËÑah al-Fiqhiyyah, (Kuwait: DÉr al-SalÉsil, 1427
AH), 15:62.Ibn al-Qayyim, ZÉd al-MaÑÉd, (Beirut: Mu’assasat al-RisÉlah, 1415 AH, 27th edition), 5:110,
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expected compensation), according to the MÉlikÊ School,6 or hibah bi sharÏ al-ÑiwaÌ
(a gift with stipulated counter-value), according to the ShÉfiÑÊ and ×anbalÊ Schools.7
Whatever they call it, jurists agree that when the gift and compensation have been
exchanged, hibah bi sharÏ al-ÑiwaÌ is no longer a charitable (tabarruÑ) contract; rather,
it becomes a muÑÉwaÌah (exchange) contract. Some of them consider it an exchange
contract from the time of the offer and acceptance.8
In the takÉful context, the gift is the contribution and the thawÉb is the indemnification
by the risk fund. If that is the case, the ruling of hibah bi thawÉb will take the ruling
of an exchange contract. If takÉful is considered an exchange contract, all the issues of
ribÉ, gharar and jahÉlah will reemerge.
Therefore it is not possible for TOs to design products that pay any form of cash or
survival benefits out of the risk fund (tabarruÑ fund). It is not sufficient to argue that
all participants in the risk fund agree to pay for the survival benefits and consider
them as a form of “takÉful benefit” in addition to the normal takÉful benefits, which
are only payable when a misfortune occurs to a participant. Paying survival benefits
out of the risk fund to the participants in the tabarruÑ fund invokes the issue of ribÉ
al-faÌl (the exchange of money for money at unequal amounts). This is because the
stipulated condition of getting benefits out of the donated amount changes the nature
of the original tabarruÑ into a muÑÉwaÌah (exchange) contract. It may also trigger the
issue of ribÉ al-nasÊ’ah in that the exchange of money is not done on the spot; it is
deferred.
5:813; Ibn Nujaym, al-AshbÉh wa al-NaÐÉÑir, (BeirËt: DÉr al-Fikr, 2005), 18-19, al-ZarkashÊ, al-ManthËr fÊ
al-QawÉÑid, (Kuwait: Ministry of AwqÉf, 1982), 2:371; AÍmad ibn IdrÊs al-QarÉfÊ, al-DhakhÊrah fÊ al-Fiqh,
(Morocco, DÉr al-Gharb al-IslÉmÊ, 1994), 1:243-244, 6:336.
6

Al-JazÊrÊ, al-Fiqh ÑalÉ al-MadhÉhib al-ArbaÑah, (Beirut: DÉr al-Kutub al-ÑIlmiyyah, 2003), 3:273.

7

Ibid, 3:276.

8

See W. Zuhaily, al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ wa Adillatuh, (Damascus: DÉr al-Fikr, 1997), 5:4007-4008. Also refer to
the discussion of the four Schools in al-JazÊrÊ, al-Fiqh ÑalÉ al-MadhÉhib al-ArbaÑah, 3:273.

 ويف هذه احلالة،ً اهلبة بشرط العوض ويقال له الثواب صحيحة بشرط أن يكون العوض معلوما: قالوا- الشافعية
.تكون بيعاً هلا حكم البيع
 اهلبة بشررط العوض تصح إن كان العوض معلوماً أما إن كان العوض جمهوالً فإن اهلبة مل تصح: قالوا- احلنابلة
.أصالً؛ ويكون حكمها يف هذه احلالة حكم البيع الفاسد
 ويقال للهبة، ويعرب عن العوض بالثواب، للواهب أن يشرتط العوض املايل على هبته: قالوا- املالكية
.)(هبة الثواب
. اهلبة بشرط العوض جائزة ويصح عقد اهلبة: قالوا- احلنفية
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3.2 The Inherent Impediments in the Existing Model
Besides the issue of tabarruÑ as discussed above, the inherent impediments of the
existing takÉful model also restrict TOs from providing guaranteed benefits to
participants. This is particularly true as the existing models of takÉful, which are
based on wakÉlah, or muÌÉrabah, or a hybrid, do not allow any form of guarantee.
In the wakÉlah (agency) model, the TO acts as the fund administrator, managing
it in trust on behalf of the participants. In return, the TO is paid a fee for services
rendered. However, any loss incurred is still borne by the participants since wakÉlah
is merely a contract of trust. Similarly, under the muÌÉrabah model, the contracting
parties have the right to share profit, while loss is borne by the participants. Exhibit
4 depicts the common structure of the wakÉlah and muÌÉrabah models of family
takÉful.
Exhibit 4: The Wakalah/Mudarabah Model
Contributions
Participants
Proﬁt

Mudharabah
Fund

Compensation
Wakalah Fees or proﬁt
sharing for Mudarabah
model

Tabarru’
Fund

Qard (if required)

Takaful Operator

In practice, for family takÉful, funds are normally further segregated into the
participants’ risk fund (representing the tabarruÑ fund) and the participants’ investment
fund (representing the muÌÉrabah fund). To have a guaranteed benefit scheme, even
out of the participants’ investment fund, would be tantamount to a violation of the
SharÊÑah.
The majority of jurists agreed that the entrepreneur (muÌÉrib) is a trustee (amÊn). The
muÌÉrib receives the capital with the consent of the capital provider (rabb al-mÉl), and
hence, he is not liable to guarantee it except in case of negligence (taqÎÊr), misconduct
(taÑaddÊ) or violation of stipulated conditions (mukhÉlafat al-shurËÏ). Al-BÉjÊ explains
this fact as follows:
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 وإمنا يقتضي األمانة وال خالف يف،أن عقد القراض ال يقتضي ضمان العامل
 فلذلك إذا شرط نقل الضمان عن حمله بإمجاع اقتضى ذلك فساد العقد.ذلك
والشرط
“The qirÉÌ (muÌÉrabah) contract does not require the entrepreneur to
guarantee; it only requires trusteeship. There is no dispute concerning
this matter. Thus, stipulation of a condition that transfers the obligation
of guarantee from the party that should, according to scholarly consensus,
bear it renders the contract and the condition void.”9

Stipulation of a guarantee in any form would change the muÌÉrabah contract into a qarÌ
(loan), and the legal status of the entrepreneur as an agent (wakÊl) and a trustee (amÊn)
would change into a debtor who guarantees the principal. The strict rules of qarÌ would
not allow any form of benefit to be associated with the loan, for that would be deemed
as ribÉ. Therefore, any form of guaranteed benefits would render the transaction ribÉ
should these benefits be derived from the fund that is structured on the principle of
muÌÉrabah or wakÉlah.

4. APPLICATION OF WADÔÑAH YAD ÖAMÓNAH AS A NONPARTICIPATING FUND
Based on the preceding discussion, it is apparent that TOs cannot offer various forms of
guaranteed benefits, such as cash dividend payouts, cash surrender value, survival value
and others, in a way that is acceptable from the SharÊÑah standpoint due to the inherent
impediments in the existing structure related to the tabarruÑ, muÌÉrabah and wakÉlah
principles governing various funds in family takÉful models. Therefore, this paper
proposes a concept based on wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah (guaranteed safe custodianship)
to be structured together with other types of contracts in order to allow such benefits
to be offered to takÉful participants. This section begins by delineating the concept of
wadÊÑah in order to pave the way for a better understanding of the proposed wadÊÑah
model for traditional family takÉful products.

9

See al-BÉjÊ, al-MuntaqÉ: SharÍ al-MuwaÏÏa’, (Cairo: DÉr al-KitÉb al-IslÉmÊ, 1322 AH), 5:153.
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4.1 Revisiting the Concept of WadÊÑah
4.1.1 The Definition of WadÊÑah
WadÊÑah literally means a trust for safekeeping.10 Different schools of thought have
provided various technical definitions of wadÊÑah. The ×anafÊ and MÉlikÊ Schools
defined wadÊÑah as property given to another party for safekeeping.11 The ShÉfi’Ê
School defined it as property that is turned over to another party for safekeeping on
the owner’s behalf, but they focused further definition on the nature of the property,
allowing wadÊÑah whether the property is recognized by the SharÊÑah or not, as long as it
can be used and is a person’s exclusive right; for example, a useful impure substance.12
The ×anbalÊs defined wadÊÑah as property given to a person for safekeeping without
any consideration.13
4.1.2 The Legitimacy of WadÊÑah
The wadÊÑah contract is legitimated by the SharÊÑah based on authentic evidence from
the Qur’Én, the Sunnah, ijmÉÑ (consensus) and logic (Ñaql).14 Verses of the Qur’Én that
support the legality of wadÊÑah include:

ِ َإِ َّن اللَّه يأْمرُكم أَ ْن �تؤُّدوا الأْ َمان
ات إِلىَ أ َْهلِ َها
َُ ْ ُ ُ َ َ
َ
“Allah commands you to return trusts to those to whom they are due.”15
The above verse was a specific divine command to return back the key of the KaÑbah
to ÑUthmÉn ibn ÙalÍah.16 However, the verse indicates the importance of fulfilling all
types of trusts in general, including wadÊÑah,17 on the basis of the hermeneutic rule that
consideration is given to the general wording not the specific occasion of revelation
(al-Ñibrah bi ÑumËm al-lafÐ, lÉ bi khuÎËÎ al-sabab).18
10

Q. al-RËmÊ, AnÊs al-FuqahÉ’ fÊ TaÑrÊf al-AlfÉÐ al-MutadÉwalah Bayn al-FuqahÉ’, (Beirut: DÉr al-Kutub alÑIlmiyyah, 2004), 1:92.

11

Al-NawawÊ in NazÊh ×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah fÊ al-SharÊÑah al-IslÉmiyah, (Damascus: DÉr al-Qalam,
1993), 8.

12

Ibn ×ajar al-HaytamÊ, TuÍfat al-MuÍtÉj fÊ SharÍ al-MinhÉj, Beirut: DÉr IÍyÉ’ al-TurÉth al-ÑArabÊ, 1983),
7:98.

13

×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 8.

14

Al-MughnÊ, 9:256, al-Muhadhdhab, 1:366.

15

SËrah al-NisÉ’(4):58.

16

×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 17.

17

Ibn ÑÓbidÊn, Radd al-MuÍtÉr ÑalÉ al-Durr al-MukhtÉr, (Beirut: DÉr al-Fikr), 5:662.

18

Ibid.
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َو�تََع َاو�نُْوا َعلَى الْبرِ ِّ َوال�تَّْق َوى
“Help one another in righteousness and piety.”19
This is a command from God for mutual assistance in righteousness and piety.20 It
includes wadÊÑah as it is a benevolent contract designed to help others based on trust.

Several authentic hadÊths provide further evidence of its legality. They include:

ك
َك َو خ
َ َلاَ تُ ْن َم ْن َخان
َ َىَ م ِن ا�ئْتَمن
َ أ َِّد الأْ ََمانَةَ إْل
“Return a trust to the one who entrusted you, but do not betray the one
who betrayed you.”21

ِ
ِ ول
ِ
ِ
اهلل
ُ يِ ر ُس
ْ َصلَّى اهللُ َعلَْيه َو َسلَّ َم قَال
ِّ َِع ْن َعائ َشةَ فيِ ه ْجَرِة الني
َ َّب
َ  �تَْعن، َوأ ََمَر:ت
َّ ِ َعلِيًّا ر ِضي اهللُ َعْنهُ أَ ْن �يَتَ َخلَّ َ م،صلَّى اهللُ َعلَْي ِه و َسلَّم
ي َع ْن
َ
َ ف َعْنهُ بَكةَ َحتىَّ �يَُؤِّد
َ َ
َ َ
ِ
ِ
ِ ِ
.ت ِعْن َدهُ لِلنَّاس
ْ َصلَّى اهللُ َعلَْيه َو َسلَّ َم الْ َوَدائ َع الَّتيِ  َكان
َ َر ُسول اهلل
ÑÓ’ishah mentioned, regarding the Hijrah of the Prophet (peace be upon
him), that he ordered ÑAlÊ (may Allah be pleased with him) to remain
behind in Makkah in order to return the items that people had entrusted
for safekeeping with Allah's Messenger(peace be upon him) back to their
owners. 22
In addition to the recommendations of the Qur’an and Sunnah to honor the concepts of
amanah and wadÊÑah, jurists of both the past and present have consistently supported
the legality of wadÊÑah. The logical justification for it is that people have need of others
to assist them in keeping their property safe,23 as not everyone has the ability to protect
and safeguard his property at all times by himself.24
19

SËrah al-MÉidah (5):2.

20

×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 17.

21

Sunan AbË DÉwËd, 2:260, Sunan al-TirmidhÊ, in ÑÓridhat al-AÍwadhÊ, 5:268, Sunan al-DÉrimÊ, 2:264, and
Musnad AÍmad, 3:414.

22

Al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ, (Beirut: DÉr al-Kutub al-ÑIlmiyyah, 3rd edition, 2003), 6:472.

23

Ibn QudÉmah in al-ZuÍaylÊ, al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ wa Adillatuh, (Damascus: DÉr al-Fikr, 2004), 5:4018.

24

Markaz DirÉsah Fiqhiyah wa IqtiÎÉdiyah, MawsËÑat FatÉwÉ al-MuÑÉmalah al-MÉliyah, (Cairo: DÉr Salam,
2010), 13:73.
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While the general ruling for the wadÊÑah contract is permissibility, jurists are of different
views with regard to giving and taking property as a deposit. The ×anafÊ School is
of the opinion that being a custodian is recommended, based on various verses and
ÍadÊths enjoining mutual assistance. The ×anbalÊ and ShÉfiÑÊ Schools agree with the
×anafÊs on the condition that the custodian is trustworthy and has the full capacity to
safeguard the deposit. According to the MÉlikÊ School, the original ruling of wadÊÑah is
permissibility. However, it becomes obligatory if a person cannot protect his property
and the person he asks to safeguard it has the ability. On the contrary, it becomes
prohibited if the property is acquired from unlawful activities.25

4.1.3 Essentials of WadÊÑah
While the ×anafÊ School stipulated only one pillar for the validity of wadÊÑah, i.e., offer
and acceptance, the majority of jurists enumerated four essential pillars:26
(1) Depositor
(2) Custodian
(3) Property to be deposited
(4) Offer and acceptance
Jurists have stipulated several conditions to be fulfilled for each pillar. The contracting
parties (depositor and custodian) must be legally eligible to execute the contract, i.e.,
they must be sane and of the age of majority. The subject matter of the deposit should
be an asset recognized as wealth by the SharÊÑah—according to the ×anafÊ and MÉlikÊ
Schools; however, according to the Shafii and ×anbalÊ Schools, even wealth that is not
recognized by the SharÊÑah is eligible if it is useful and the depositor has an exclusive
right to it. The subject matter should also be a movable asset. However, the ×anafÊ
and ShÉfiÑÊ Schools allow immovable assets to be the subject matter. The offer and
acceptance may be either verbal or implicit through physical receipt even if nothing is
said. The latter is considered valid by analogy with a sale by direct exchange (muÑÉÏÉh),
for which verbal acceptance is not required.27

25

See ×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 19-20.

26

Wahbah al-Zuhayli, al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ wa Adillatuh, 5:4018.

27

See ×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 28-43.
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4.1.4 Characteristics of WadÊÑah
The majority of jurists consider wadÊÑah as a form of agency contract. It, therefore, has
three characteristics: First, wadÊÑah is a non-binding and revocable contract. Each party
may terminate and cancel the contract at any time he wishes, as in a wakÉlah contract.
It is stated in Majallat al-AÍkÉm al-ÑAdliyyah (774): “The person making the deposit
for safekeeping and the person so receiving it may either of them cancel the contract
of deposit for safekeeping at any time they wish.”28 Second, wadÊÑah is a trust-based
contract. The custodian is a trustee to safeguard the deposit. Hence, he is not liable
to indemnify the property for any damages or losses except in case of negligence or
misconduct (al-taqÎÊr wa al-taÑaddÊ).29 RasËlullah (peace be upon him) said:

ِ ُود
ِ
لاَ ض َما َن َعلَْي ِه
َ َع َود َيعةً �ف
َ َم ْن أ
“Whoever accepts property for safekeeping, there is no guarantee due on
him.”30
Third, wadÊÑah is a form of tabarruÑ (benevolent) contract legislated by the SharÊÑah on
the basis of mutual assistance, eliminating harm, and fulfilling people’s needs. Hence,
it is basically inappropriate for the custodian to require any compensation as it is unlike
a commercial contract, which has been legislated to establish an exchange of financial
rights and responsibilities.31

4.1.5 From Trust (AmÉnah) to Guarantee (ÖamÉnah)
As indicated earlier, the nature of wadÊÑah is a trust (amÉnah) in the hand of custodian.
Therefore, according to the majority of jurists, if the depositor stipulates that the
custodian must guarantee the deposit, and the custodian agrees, and subsequently the
deposit is damaged or stolen without any negligence or misconduct on his part, he is
still not liable to indemnify it. That is because the condition is void as it contravenes
the inherent nature and implication of the contract (muqÏaÌÉ al-Ñaqd). Al-ZurqÉnÊ
says, “The stipulation of guarantee violates the essence and ruling of the wadÊÑah

28

Ibid, 22-23.

29

Al-Muhadhdhab, 1:366; Ibn Nujaym Al-BaÍr al-RÉ’iq, 7:273; al-ShÉfiÑÊ, al-Umm, 4:62, Ibn ×azm, alMuÍallÉ, 8:277.

30

Ibn MÉjah, Sunan Ibn MÉjah, (DÉr IÍyÉ’ al-Kutub al-ÑArabiyyah), 2:802.

31

×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 25.
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contract.”32 However, jurists unanimously agreed that the nature of the trust will change
to a guarantee (ÌamÉnah) if the custodian is proven to have exhibited negligence and
misconduct. Examples of such behavior include: 33

(1) The custodian does not protect and safeguard the deposit as required.
(2) Entrusting the deposit to third party.
(3) Utilizing the deposit
(4) Travelling with the deposit
(5) Commingling the deposit with other properties
(6) Violating the depositor’s conditions.

With regard to the status and legal implication of the contract, when the custodian is
ruled negligent or the depositor authorizes the custodian to utilize the property, the
ruling of wadÊÑah will change to the ruling of a guaranteed gratuitous loan (ÑÉriyah
maÌmËnah).34 However, if the deposited property is in the form of currency, the
ruling of ÑÉriyah will change to the ruling of qarÌ (loan to be repaid in kind).35 AlSamarqandÊ said:

ِ ِ ِ ِوُك ُّل ما ل يمُْ ِكن ا ِإلنْتِ َفاع بِِه إِل ب
 َولَ ِكنَّهُ يُ َس َّمى،ًض َح ِق�يَْقة
ٌ إست ْهالَكه �فَُه َو �قَْر
ُ
ْ
َ َ
ُ
َعا ِريَةً مجََ ًازا
“When it is impossible to use something without consuming it, borrowing
it is actually a qarÌ (a loan to be repaid in kind) even though it may be
called ÑÉriyah metaphorically.”
Based on al-SamarqandÊ's statement, al-KÉsanÊ opined that dinars and dirhams can only
be borrowed on the principle of qarÌ and not iÑÉrah.36

32

Al-MawsËÑah al-Fiqhiyyah, 43:24-25.

33

See al-Zuhayli, al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ wa Adillatuh, 5:4024-4028.

34

Al-BuhËtÊ, KashshÉf al-QinÉÑ, 4:167.

35

Ibid

36

Al-KÉsÉnÊ, BadÉ’iÑ al-ØanÉ’iÑ (DÉr al-Kutub al-ÑIlmiyyah, 1986, 2nd edition), 6:215.
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In the current Islamic financial context, Shaykh ÑUthaymÊn pointed out that it is
inappropriate to apply the wadÊÑah contract to bank deposits because the bank never
leaves the deposited funds idle; rather, it utilizes them for financing and investment.
The deposit is actually a qarÌ, not a wadÊÑah.37 The Islamic Fiqh Academy of the OIC
(1995) resolved that deposits in current accounts, both in Islamic banks and conventional
banks, are ruled as a loan (qarÌ) from the fiqh perspective since the banks are obliged
to guarantee the principal and must return the deposit when requested.
This arrangement and understanding has a precedent in Muslim history. The most
significant example is the safekeeping service offered by the Companion, Zubayr ibn
al-ÑAwwÉm. Because of his honesty and competence, people would give Zubayr their
money and valuable items for safekeeping. Because the amounts of money were large,
Zubayr was concerned about bearing the responsibility of protecting and safeguarding
the money from loss without being able to use it. He decided to ask depositors permission
to use their money and consider it as a loan. Thus, whenever a depositor came to ask for
safekeeping, he would refuse and say:

ََخ َشى َعلَْي ِه الضَّ�يَْعة
ٌ َ َولَ ِك ْن ُه َو َسل، َلا
ْ ف؛ إِنيِّ أ
“No, but make it a loan; I fear it may be lost”38
By this stipulation, Zubayr converted the wadÊÑah (which was legislated to keep
people’s entrusted property safe without utilizing it) into a loan, which enabled him to
use and invest the borrowed money and assume liability for its safe return.

4.2 Structuring Family Traditional Non-Participating
TakÉful Based on WadÊÑah
The preceding section elaborates the features and characteristics of wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah
(guaranteed safe custodianship). The nature of wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah means that the
custodian of the fund provides a total guarantee of the savings, while the ownership of
the fund belongs entirely to the participants or depositors. Moreover, by virtue of its
ruling, which is similar to a loan in characteristics and principles, participants are not
entitled to any returns from the fund except on the discretion of the custodian, who
37

MuÍammad ibn ØÉliÍ Ól ÑUthaymÊn, SharÍ MumtiÑ ÑalÉ ZÉd al-MustaqniÑ, DÉr Ibn al-JawzÊ, 1428 AH),
10:286.

38

Al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ, 6:467; al-NawawÊ, RiyÉÌ al-ØÉliÍÊn, (DÉr al-RayyÉn), 1:77.
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can utilize and invest it as long as he provides a guarantee of the fund. The concept of
wadÊÑah is deemed to be a suitable structure for use in structuring a family traditional
non-participating (non-par) fund.
If we revisit the fundamental understanding of a non-par life fund, it shares the same
philosophy as wadÊÑah, which is based on trust. The function of a non-par fund is to
provide the insurance guarantee, be it on the insurance benefits or survival benefits.
The only different is that the non-par fund belongs to the life insurance company, which
is the opposite of the wadÊÑah fund. This may entail further analysis from practitioners
regarding the responsibility of ensuring the safety of the fund in the event the takÉful
company goes out of business, since the money belongs to the participants, similar to
their savings in a bank.

It is also important to understand that life insurance is a risk-transfer mechanism
between policyholders and a life insurance company and that the risk is guaranteed
via the non-par fund. On the contrary, in takÉful, protection is conceived of as a risksharing mechanism, which is the underlying spirit of the tabarruÑ fund. However,
with regard to the guaranteed savings part using wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah, it is,
basically, a risk-transfer mechanism since the fund custodian has full responsibility
to manage the fund, which belongs to the participants, and to guarantee its solvency
at any point of time. In other words, the fund custodian, i.e., the takÉful operator,
guarantees the fund against underlying risks.
4.3 The Modus Operandi of the WadÊÑah-Based Family TakÉful Model

Exhibit 5 below depicts the proposed model of traditional family takÉful based
upon the wadÊÑah concept together with other established contracts and principles,
including tabarruÑ, wakÉlah and muÌÉrabah.
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Exhibit 5: Hybrid Family TakÉful Model
Participants
Non- Guaranteed
Profit Share
TakÉful
Operator

Contributions
WakÉlah
Fee!

Guaranteed
Survival
Benefits

TakÉful
Benefit

NonGuaranteed
Profit Share

MuÌÉrabah
(Par)

TabarruÑ Fund

WadÊÑah Yad ÖamÉnah
(Non Par)

100% Investment Returns
QarÌ asan

As depicted in Exhibit 5 above, the model works similarly to the existing takÉful model
applied by most TOs these days, except that the wadÊÑah fund has been added to the
model alongside the muÌÉrabah and tabarruÑ funds. Interestingly, it can be argued
that the whole model resembles a combination of participating and non-participating
funds under one roof. The participating fund is the muÌÉrabah fund, as TOs share
the profits of the investments of the fund, whilst the non-participating funds are the
wadÊÑah and the tabarruÑ funds as both provide the guaranteed benefits. The former
is on the concept of qarÌ, and the latter is on the concept of risk sharing. The wadÊÑah
fund functions to provide the guaranteed survival benefits (non-forfeiture benefits),
similar to conventional life insurance.
It is important to note that the dripping process of contribution to the tabarruÑ fund can
be done in any of the following manners:
(1) Up-front allocation to the tabarruÑ fund out of contributions (after deducting
the wakÉlah fee);
(2) Dripping from the muÌÉrabah (participant’s investment fund)
(3) Dripping from the wadÊÑah (participant’s savings fund)
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In addition, since the wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah contract is similar to a qarÌ contract, it
will allow the TOs to utilize and invest the fund as long as they fully guarantee it.
Any returns generated from the investment activities are exclusively earned by the
TOs. The TOs are not obliged to share any returns generated out of this fund with the
participants. However, on a yearly basis, should the TOs at their own discretion decide
to distribute a portion of the realized returns, they can do so in the form of voluntary
hibah. However, this should not become customary; otherwise it will be deemed as a
contractual obligation and invoke the SharÊÑah issue of ribÉ.
Nevertheless, the operational model of a takÉful operator may prevent this issue
from cropping up. As mentioned earlier, most TOs operate with a non-guaranteed
savings fund in the form of muÌÉrabah (equivalent to the par fund in a life insurance
company). This makes it convenient for the operator to transfer the investment returns
to the muÌÉrabah account (par fund), should they wish to give away part of the returns
to the participants. This will essentially avoid the issue of customer expectation for
investment returns from the wadÊÑah fund.
It is also proposed that the calculation of the guaranteed survival benefits or nonforfeiture benefits under wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah apply actuarial methodology, either
using the discounting technique or the asset-share method. The non-forfeiture values
generated need to be disclosed to all participants, however, as they enter the takÉful
contract with the TOs. Table 2 illustrates the operation of non-par traditional family
takÉful based on the wadÊÑah concept.

Apparently, in Table 2 above, the columns of wadÊÑah savings (as depicted in Columns
B and C), imply that the wadÊÑah functions almost exactly the same as the non-par plan
illustrated previously in Table 1. The wadÊÑah portion (see Column B) is calculated
up-front by the TO similar to the way the conventional life plan calculates its cash
values, and it is allocated on a yearly basis. It will then accumulate and give the annual
accumulated cash values in a way similar to a conventional life plan. At any point in
time, if a participant decides to surrender his certificate, he will get the accumulated
cash value as per Column C.

Participant’s
Account
(MuÌÉrabah)

(b)

11,585

6,545

2,415

8,365

4,235

4,305

2,695

6,755

1,995

6,055

(a)

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

11,585

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5,530

9,590

4,830

8,890

7,280

7,350

3,220

9,170

5,040

0

(c)

Savings

WadÊÑah

60,900

55,370

45,780

40,950

32,060

24,780

17,430

14,210

5,040

0

(d)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(e)

Rider(s)
Cash
Value

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

70,000

(f)

Basic Death
Benefit

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

(g)

Rider(s)
Death
Benefit

54,950

48,895

46,900

40,145

37,450

33,145

28,910

20,545

18,130

11,585

(h)

Accumulated
MuÌÉrabah*

118,895
124,950

115,850

* MuÌÉrabah portion is not inclusive of investment returns.

It assumes contribution is net of wakÉlah fee that has been taken upfront)

116,900

110,145

107,450

103,145

98,910

90,545

88,130

104,265

92,680

81,095

69,510

57,925

46,340

34,755

23,170

81,585

(j) = (f) + (g) + (d)
+ (h)

(i) = (b) + (c)
+ (g)
11,585

Total Death Benefit

Total Surrender
Value

NON-GUARANTEED

(This illustration is intended to illustrate how wadÊÑah yad ÌamÉnah works, full workings will ultimately depend on the product design)

End
of
Cert.
Year

Basic
Contribution
Paid at
beginning of
year

Accumulated WadÊÑah
(same as
orginal
basic cash
value)

: Endowment Non-Par

Plan Type
GUARANTEED

: 11,585
: 70,000

Annual Contribution
Sum Covered

Table 2: Illustration of a Non-Participating Plan Using The WadÊÑah Concept
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Needless to say, the above illustration is merely meant to show how wadÊÑah works to
provide for the non-forfeiture benefits. It assumes that the wakÉlah fee has been taken
up front. In a real situation of product development, the TO would need to carefully
study the proportions that would go into each part below:
(1) up-front wakÉlah fees for management expenses and commissions
(2) muÌÉrabah investments
(3) wadÊÑah savings
(4) tabarruÑ charges
These items may give a different complexion to the final arrangement. However, one
can draw an example from the conventional traditional plan to replicate the same
benefit as we can see that the application of the normal life fund is now being split into
four different parts to form the traditional life takÉful plan.
As explained above, the non-forfeiture option is a benefit built into the traditional par
and non-par traditional life products. A policy would have acquired cash values as the
policy progresses towards maturity, which normally can be used for different options
in the event the policyholders can no longer pay the premiums till the end of the policy.
It was argued above that the cash values in the wadÊÑah fund are similar to the nonforfeiture benefit in a traditional life plan. However, it is important to note that there
is a fundamental difference between these products, i.e. takÉful and conventional life
insurance. Whilst the latter is based on a purchase-and-sale arrangement, the former
is not. The wadÊÑah fund, which is entirely owned by the takÉful participants, will not
allow for such arrangement for the above facilities, i.e., the non-forfeiture options.
Though it is proposed that the calculations of cash values in the wadÊÑah fund may
use the same methodology as conventional life insurance, the option, as available
in the traditional life insurance above, cannot be offered due to the difference in the
underlying contracts.
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5. SHARÔÑAH PARAMETERS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
WADÔÑAH MODEL

5.1 The Combination of Various Contracts Should
Be Executed Independently
The proposed traditional life takÉful product applying the wadÊÑah concept coupled with
muÌÉrabah and wakÉlah contracts may trigger a possible SharÊÑah issue on combining
contracts in one deal.
The majority of jurists are of the view that the original ruling of any financial transaction
is permissibility as long as no clear evidence indicates otherwise.39 Ibn Taymiyyah
stated that everyone is at liberty to enter into any contract they consider necessary
and to have added value as long as no explicit divine text prohibits it.40 The Qur’anic
command to “fulfill your contracts”41 implies the legitimacy of employing any contract
that the Lawgiver has not specifically banned.
Based on these general principles, the original ruling of combining various contracts
is, therefore, permissibility. The ShÉfiÑÊ jurists generally allow the application of
hybrid contracts in financial transactions, such as the combination of leasing and sale,
as these contracts are valid when executed separately.42 More specifically, al-KÉsanÊ
allowed the combination of muÌÉrabah and wadÊÑah contracts in one deal,43 and alSarakhsÊ permitted the combination of muÌÉrabah and qarÌ contracts.44 AAOIFI, in
its SharÊÑah Standards, clearly mentioned that the combination of contracts in a single
deal is permissible provided that each combined contract is legitimated by the SharÊÑah
and there is no stipulation making entry into one contract conditional upon entry into
another.45 AAOIFI set out the following parameters for applying hybrid contracts:46

39

A. al-ÑImrÉnÊ, al-ÑUqËd al-MÉliyah al-Murakkabah, DirÉsah Fiqhiyyah Ta’ÎÊliyyah wa TaÏbÊqiyyah,
Riyadh: DÉr KunËz IshbÊliyah li al-Nashr wa al-TawzÊÑ, 2006), 69.

40

Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, compiled by MaÍmËd QÉsim, (Riyadh: 1398 AH), 132.

41

SËrah al-MÉ’idah, (5):1.

42

M.B. Arbouna, The Combination of Contracts in SharÊÑah: A Possible Mechanism for Product Development
in Islamic Banking and Finance, Thunderbird International Business Review, Vol. 49 (3) 341-369, MayJune 2007, p. 348

43

Al-KÉsÉnÊ, BadÉ’iÑ al-ØanÉ’iÑ, (DÉr al-Kutub al-ÑIlmiyyah, 1986), 6:84.

44

Al-SarakhsÊ, al-MabsËÏ, (Beirut: DÉr al-MaÑrifah, 1993), 22:136.

45

AAOIFI, SharÊÑah Standards for Islamic Financial Institution, (Bahrain: AAOIFI, 2010), 446.

46

Ibid.
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(1) The process does not include cases that are clearly prohibited by the SharÊÑah.
(2) It is not designed as a trick or excuse to practice ribÉ.
(3) It does not involve contracts that are contradictory in their rules and objectives.
To ensure that the application of various contracts in the proposed model is in adherence
with SharÊÑah principles and guidelines, the various contracts must be executed
separately and independently. The wadÊÑah contract is applied to manage the non-par
fund (known hereafter as the Participants’ WadÊÑah Fund [PWF]) for the guaranteed
survival benefit, and the muÌÉrabah contract is used to manage the Participants’
Investment Fund (PIF), while the wakÉlah contract is solely employed for underwriting
the Participants Risk Fund (PRF).

5.1.1 The Funds Should Be Clearly Segregated
TOs should establish clear segregation between the assets of the takÉful funds and the
assets of the takÉful operators. The Participants’ Risk Fund (PRF) and Participants’
Investment Fund (PIF) must also be segregated from each other. This is to avoid the
commingling of funds and to recognize the different purposes, ownerships and risks
associated with each fund. It is also important to establish the Participants’ WadÊÑah
Fund (PWF) along with the PIF and the PRF. Since the PWF belongs to the participants
individually, there must be a clear distinction and demarcation for each fund so that
any rights and liabilities pertaining to each fund is acknowledged and monitored
accordingly.
However, TOs may commingle the Participants’ Investment Fund (PIF) and the
Participants’ WadÊÑah Fund (PWF). This is based on the opinion of some jurists from
the ×anafÊ Schools (e.g. al-KÉsanÊ and al-SarakhsÊ) who did not require segregation of
muÌÉrabah funds and wadÊÑah funds. Al-SarkhasÊ said:

ِ
ِ َ ىَ الرج ِل أَلْف ِدره ٍم �ف َق
ص ُف َها
َّ َوإِ َذا َدفَ َع
ٌ ص ُف َها �قَْر
ْ ض َعلَْيك َون
ْ  ن:ال
ُ َّ الر ُج ُل إل
َ َْ َ
ِ ِّص
 ِب �فَُه َو َجائٌِز َعلَى َما مُسِّ َي؛ أ ََّما في
َ َخ َذ َها الْ ُم
َ َم َعك ُم
ْ ض َاربَةً بِالن
َ ف فَأ
ُ ضا ِر
ِ َّ ِح
َّ ِض َاربَِة �فَغَ�يُْر ُم ْش ِك ٍل؛ لأ
 فَِإ َّن،ض َاربَِة
َ وع لاَ  يمَْنَ ُع ِص َّحةَ الْ ُم
َ صة الْ ُم
َ َُن الشُّي
ِ ِ شرطَها َكو ُن رأْ ِس الْم ِال أَمانَةً فيِ ي ِد الْمضا ِر
،الُْزِء الشَّائِ ِع �يَتَ َح َّق ُق
ْك فيِ  ج
َ  َو َذل،ب
َ ُ َ
َ َ َ ْ َ َْ
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ٍ يك بِعِ َو
 َوالشُّيُوعُ لاَ يمَْنَ ُع ِص َّحتَهُ َكالْ�بَْي ِع،ض
ٌ ِض فَأِلَنَّهُ تمَْل
ُ َوأ ََّما الْ َق ْر
When one man gives another 1000 dirhams and says, “Half of it is a loan
to you, and half of it is for you to use in muÌÉrabah,” and the muÌÉrib
accepts it, it is permissible as stipulated. As for the portion assigned for
muÌÉrabah, there is no difficulty because commingled capital ownership
does not invalidate the muÌÉrabah contract. That is because its essential
condition is that the capital is a trust in the hand of muÌÉrib, and that
[condition] is realized in the commingled portion. As for the loan, it is a
transfer of ownership with an exchange [of the same at a later date], and
commingling does not prevent it from being valid, as in a sale.47
Notwithstanding to the above opinion, operationally it would be suggested that the
investments of these two funds are carried out separately since the returns from both
funds have different ownership status.

5.2 Transparency in the Dripping Process
As mentioned earlier, the dripping process of the funds for the Participants’ Risk
Fund (PRF) can be done either from Participants’ Investment Fund (PIF) or even the
Participants’ WadÊÑah Fund (PWF). It can also be dripped directly from the contributions
paid up-front after netting off the wakÉlah fee. However, the whole dripping process
must be done in a transparent manner, and the participants must give their clear consent
to it.
For example, if a TO decides to drip from the muÌÉrabah (PIF) fund into the tabarruÑ
(PRF) fund, the dripped amount for PRF should be transparent. From the SharÊÑah
viewpoint, obtaining prior consent, at the outset of contractual execution, from each
participant is essential since it effectively means that the participants have agreed to
waive their rights and entitlements with regards to the funds and returns generated
in the PIF for the purpose of tabarruÑ and mutuality. This practice is in line with the
fiqh concept of tanÉzul (waiver of entitlement to a claim) or isqÉÏ al-Íaqq (waiving
one’s right). The same requirements of transparency and consent apply to any amount
dripped from the PWF for tabarruÑ purposes since the PWF is exclusively owned by
the participants as individuals.
47

Ibid.
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5.3. Guaranteed Cash Surrender Benefits Can Only Be Taken
From the PWF
Any form of guaranteed survival benefits to be introduced by TOs can only be
structured in the form of the WadÊÑah Fund (PWF). However, it is important to note, in
applying the concept of wadÊÑah in takÉful, the need to understand the SharÊÑah’s limits
on guarantees. In order to make it comply with the SharÊÑah, the level of guarantee
cannot exceed the total contributions paid (after netting off the wakÉlah fees earned by
the operator). This means that the guarantee is limited to the amount of money that is
deposited into the WadÊÑah Fund.
Any amount of guarantee provided by TOs in excess of the WadÊÑah Fund (PWF)
would be tantamount to ribÉ. This is particularly true, since the rules for wadÊÑah yad
ÌamÉnah (guaranteed safekeeping) are based on the principle of qarÌ (loan). One of
the fundamental requirements for the validity of qarÌ, from a SharÊÑah viewpoint, is the
absence of any extra benefit beyond the principal amount. QarÌ is a charitable contract
designed for assistance and helping the other party. It is, therefore, impermissible to
stipulate any condition that will give benefit to the lender,48 as it will depart from the
nature of qarÌ, turning it from a charitable contract to a commercial contract. Prophet
MuÍammad (peace be upon him) said:

ِ ض جَّر م�ن َفعةً �فهو وجه ِمن وج
الربَا
ِّ وه
ُ ُ ْ ٌ ْ َ َ َُ َ ْ َ َ ٍ ُك ُّل �قَْر
“Any loan that results in some benefit for the lender is a kind of ribÉ.” 49

5.4 Clear Justification for Charges and Sources of Income
TakÉful operators are remunerated through fees, charges and shares of profit/surplus.
The remunerations should be specific, appropriate, reasonable, and justifiable as being
for particular works and services. In this proposed model, the TO’s remunerations may
be derived from various sources as follows:

48

Al-MawsËÑah al-Fiqhiyyah, 39:106.

49

Al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ, 5:573.
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5.4.1 Charge for Managing the WadÊÑah Fund
Jurists held different views in regard to the permissibility of stipulating compensation
as a reward for the custodian’s effort to safeguard the deposit. According to the ×anbalÊ
School, it is impermissible to request a fee for safekeeping. A fee, according to them,
is warranted in an ijÉrah contract but not in a wadÊÑah contract. However, ShÉfiÑÊ and
×anafÊ jurists allow the custodian to require a fee in a wadÊÑah contract, and it is deemed
a valid and binding condition. It is stated in Murshid al-×ayrÉn:

ِ
ِ لَي
ِ
ك فيِ الْ َع ْق ِد
َ ُجَرةً َعلَى ِح ْف ِظ الْ َود�يَْع ِة َمالمَْ يُ ْش�تََر ْط َذل
ْ س ل ْل ُم ْس�تَْوَد ِع أَ ْن يَأْ ُخ َذ أ
َ ْ
“A custodian is not entitled to a fee for safekeeping a deposit if it is not
stipulated in the contract.” 50
Meanwhile, the MÉlikÊ School distinguished between a storage fee and safekeeping
fee. While they permitted charging for the former, they disallowed taking a fee for the
latter unless it becomes a customary practice or is stipulated in the contract.51
However, it is important to note that this proposed model has changed the ruling of
wadÊÑah to the ruling of qarÌ since the participants authorize the TO to utilize the
WadÊÑah Non-Par Fund. Therefore, the ruling of charging a fee should also follow the
ruling of qarÌ.
AAOIFI has passed a resolution that Islamic financial institution acting as custodian
may charge a service fee for managing loan-based current accounts. It is stated in
AAOIFI’s SharÊÑah Standards (2010): “10/1/1. The reality of current accounts is that
these are loans and not deposits. Thus, the institution comes to own the amounts, and
a liability to repay the amount is established against it. 10/1/2. It is permissible for
the institution to demand a fee for services rendered to the holders of the current
accounts.” 52
It can be concluded from AAOIFI’s SharÊÑah Standard 10/1/2 that the TO may impose
an appropriate and reasonable charge to participants for services provided in managing
the wadÊÑah non-par fund.

50

×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 26.

51

Ibid.

52

AAOIFI, SharÊÑah Standards for Islamic Financial Institution, 348-349.
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5.4.2. Investment Return from Participants’ WadÊÑah Fund (PWF)
Jurists agree that the custodian is ruled to have misbehaved, and hence he is held liable,
if he invests the deposit fund without the consent of the depositor. Nevertheless, there
are diverse views with regard to the profit accumulated from investment activities using
a deposit fund, which can be summarized in five opinions:
(1) The profit exclusively belongs to the depositors as it is generated from the
deposit fund where any profit should follow the principal. This view is held by
Ibn ÑUmar, NÉfiÑ, AbË QulÉbah, IsÍÉq and AÍmad, in one narration from him.
(2) The profit should be channeled to the Bayt al-MÉl. This opinion is proposed by
ÑAÏÉ and by AÍmad in one narration.
(3) The profit should be given to alms or charity on the basis that all income
accumulated unlawfully must be channelled to charity. This view is held by
AbË ×anÊfah, Zufar, MuÍammad ibn al-×asan and al-ShaÑbÊ, and is attributed
to AÍmad in one narration.
(4) The profit is the exclusive right of the custodian as it is the outcome of his
effort and work. He is entitled to the profit as compensation for his liability
to guarantee the deposit fund. This view is held by ShurayÍ, ×asan al-BaÎrÊ,
ImÉm MÉlik, al-ThawrÊ, Layth ibn SaÑd, AbË YËsuf and others.
(5) The profit is shared between the depositor and the custodian, as in a muÌÉrabah
contract. This view is reported in one narration from ImÉm AÍmad. According
to Ibn Taymiyyah, it is the most authentic opinion on the basis that ÑUmar bin
al-KhattÉb issued the same ruling.53
The authors of this paper prefer the fourth view, that the profit belongs exclusively to
the custodian on the basis that it is a result of his effort and a compensation of his
liability to guarantee the deposit, based on the ÍadÊth in which the Prophet said: اج
ُ اَ خْلََر

ِ “( بِالضَّمProfit goes with liability”).54 Hence, in this proposed model, the authors are of
ان
َ

the view that all investment income generated from the wadÊÑah non-par fund is the
exclusive right of the TO. The TOs are not obliged to share the investment profit, bonus
or reward with the participants; and any token of appreciation, if given to the participants,
53

See ×ammÉd, ÑAqd al-WadÊÑah, 111-113.

54

Sunan AbË DÉwËd, BÉb al-KharÉj bi al-ÖamÉn, (Beirut: DÉr al-KitÉb al-ÑArabÊ), 3:30.
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must be on a discretionary, and occasional, basis in order to prevent it from becoming
an Ñurf (custom) that is prohibited by the SharÊÑah. This is in line with the following
maxim.

املعروف عرفا كاملشروط شرطا
“What is known [and expected] by custom is like a stipulated condition.” 55

5.4.3. A WakÉlah Fee for Managing the PRF
Islamic jurists allow wakÉlah contracts with or without a fee.56 If a person serves as an
agent without stipulating a defined fee, it is considered a form of ibÌÉÑ.57 In contrast, if
he imposes a fee for his capacity as an agent, the concept applied is basically ijÉrah.58
The proposed model allows TOs to charge a reasonable and justifiable fee in their
capacity as agents managing the tabarruÑ fund. The fee can be either a percentage
of the contribution or a fixed amount. It is not allowed to impose a fee based on a
percentage of the surplus or a percentage of the profit. It is important to emphasize
that the wakÉlah fee is imposed solely for managing the PRF and covers management
expenses and a commission. TOs should be very careful in determining the wakÉlah
fee, especially when the PRF is dripped out from the PIF, to ensure that the fee is
prudently calculated purely for managing the PRF; it is not allowed to make part of the
wakÉlah fee compensation for managing the muÌÉrabah-based PIF.

5.4.4. Profit Sharing from the Participants’ Investment Fund (PIF)
Another income source for TOs in this proposed model is an unguaranteed profit share
in their capacity as the investment managers of the muÌÉrabah fund. The share of
profit should be a percentage of the profit as agreed up-front and not a lump sum or a
percentage of the capital. The profit should not be guaranteed, as the TO are trustees.
Any financial loss is borne solely by the participants.
The SharÊÑah has made profit-sharing the basis of compensation for the investment
55

Al-ZarqÉ, SharÍ al-QawÉÑid al-Fiqhiyyah, (DÉr al-Qalam, 1989), 237.

56

Wahbah al-Zuhayli, al-Fiqh al-IslÉmÊ wa Adillatuh 5:4058.

57

IbÌÉÑ: to send money with a trader to do business with it as a favour to the sender. The profit here is due to
the owner, and the trader donates his labour. It is a common practice among traders as it serves to cement
ties among them. See ISRA Compendium for Islamic Financial Terms, (Kuala Lumpur: ISRA, 2010), 30.

58

Majallat al-AÍkÉm al-ÑAdliyyah (1426 AH).
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manager in a muÌÉrabah contract. It is, therefore, inappropriate to charge a management
fee for running a muÌÉrabah fund. AAOIFI has resolved that combining a share of the
profit and a fee in a muÌÉrabah contract is impermissible. However, if the fee is for
other services executed in an independent contract, it is allowed.59

5.4.5. Surplus Sharing from PRF
Another potential income source for the TO in this proposed alternative model is sharing
the surplus from the PRF. The TakÉful Operational Framework (TOF) stipulates that
the share of surplus for TOs should not exceed 50% of underwriting surplus. The SAC
BNM, in its 62nd meeting, dated 4 October, 2006, resolved that TOs are entitled to share
in the surplus from the tabarruÑ fund based on wakÉlah concept as a performance fee
on an agreed ratio. The SAC’s ruling is premised upon following justifications:60
(1) The takÉful contract is formed on the basis of tabarruÑ, taÑÉwun and mutual
agreement between the contracting parties. The tabarruÑ principle is the core
principle of takÉful product whereas other contracts such as wakÉlah and
muÌÉrabah are applied in managing takÉful operations.
(2) The SAC’s resolution is based on a performance fee, which is in line with legal
maxim:

 َونَتِْي َجتُهُ ِه َي َما ال�تََزَماهُ بِال�تََّعاقُ ِد،ضى امل�تََعاقِ َديْ ِن
اَأل
َ َص ُل ِر
ْ
ُ

“The fundamental [requirement for the validity] of a contract is the consent
of the contracting parties, and its effects are the rights and duties they
agree to.”

59

AAOIFI, al-MaÑÉyÊr al-SharÑiyyah, Standard No. 8/2, p.185.

60

BNM, SharÊÑah Resolution in Islamic Finance, (2010, 2nd edition), p.79.
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6. CONCLUSION
This paper has proposed that the wadÊÑah concept be embedded in traditional family
takÉful products in order to provide solutions to the ever challenging issue of replicating
its conventional counterpart in terms of the guaranteed savings, guaranteed income
stream and guaranteed protection that conventional life insurance products can offer.
Indeed, operating in a mature market in which traditional life insurance products have
been dominant for hundreds of years, it must be acknowledged that offering fully
SharÊÑah-compliant takÉful products with guaranteed survival benefits has become
a need in the market. Guaranteed survival benefits are becoming critical since this
is related to events such as retirement needs, income protection, refund of premium/
contribution, etc. This is particularly a concern since family takÉful products are
essentially competing head-on with traditional life insurance savings and retirement
products, and this particular benefit often becomes the deciding factor that would win
the hearts and minds of distributors as well as customers alike.
Having mentioned the above, there are a number of issues that need to be considered
before such a product could be viably introduced into the market. Besides the SharÊÑah
parameters which this paper has proposed, other important issues that require further
deliberation and attention include the regulatory and governance concerns, product
design and pricing strategy, infrastructure and system requirements, and prudential
requirement such as actuarial reserving. These issues are imperative since the proposed
concept is new and has never been introduced in the market.
In the final analysis, it is hoped that this new, innovative structure would serve the
needs of the takÉful industry, particularly family takÉful, in offering products and
services demanded by various clientele. More importantly, the product features
and characteristics must always adhere to SharÊÑah principles. These principles are
expressed not only in structural minutiae, but in the breadth of transactions and the
manner they are actually implemented in society. This demands the internalisation of
SharÊ’ah principles on Islamic financial transactions in their form, spirit and substance.
Doing so will promote economic and social justice at all levels of society.
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